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(New Course) 
 

 
Time : 2 Hours]  [Max. Marks : 50 

 
Instruction :    All questions carry equal marks. 
 
Attempt any three questions in Section – I. Section – II is compulsory. 
 

SECTION – I 
 

1. (A) Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. What are author’s thoughts on power of disagreement in “Go Kiss the 
World” ? 

  2. Which advice of author’s mother moved the author deeply and why ? 

 (B)  Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. How is loneliness different from social isolation ? 

  2. What support is available to the people suffering from social isolation ? 

 

2. (A)  Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. Who or what is the Moving Fingers ? 

  2. How did the man change the girl ? 

 (B)  Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. Why does the horse shake the harness bells ? 

  2. Why does the poet stop in woods ? 

 

3. (A) Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. How does the poet use rain as an example ? 

  2. Whose wings are golden and buoyant ? 

 (B)  Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

   1. Who suffered from migraine ? 

  2. What was the mother’s reaction to poet’s decision ? 
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4. (A)  Write a short note on “The importance of liberal arts”.  7 

 (B) Write a short note on “Character of Subroto Bagchi’s mother”.  7 

 

5. (A) Write a short note on “The hesitation of poet in ‘Stopping by Woods on a Snowy 
Evening’.  7 

 (B)  Write a short note on “The connection between the tree and religion” from 
“Ecology”.  7  

 

6. Change the voice of the following sentences. 14 

 1. They elected me the captain of the team. 

 2. Why did they leave the work uncompleted ? 

 3. When would it be finished ? 

 4. Who broke this ? 

 5. Your issue has been recently resolved. 

 6. I have been shot twice. 

 7. We designed the whole project. 

 

7. (A)  Write an email to HCL technology to express your interest in a job vacancy 
advertised for the post of web developer. Write the email to the Hiring Manager, 
Ms. Madhuri Pandit. 7 

 (B)  Write a letter to your friend on his/ her getting the Best Speaker of the Year 
award from the Department of Education, the Government of Gujarat. 7 

 

8. (A)  Join the sentences. 7 

  1. He couldn’t buy a house. The bank did not sanction his loan. (while, because) 

  2. He is old. He walks fast.  (till, though) 

  3. I will not repeat the story. You already know it.  (as, though) 

  4. I will not agree. You may talk agreeably.  (because, though) 

  5. The train had left. We reached the station.  (before, though) 

  6. She heard the news. She began to cry.  (as soon as, till) 

  7. We failed in the exam. We had read only bazaar notes,  (till, as) 
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 (B)  Match the idioms or phrasal verbs in column A with their meaning in               
column B :  7 

   Column A  Column B 

  1. To stand by i. To get rid of something 

  2. Up to the mark ii. To begin to realize something 

  3.  To cast off iii.  To mean something is good enough 

  4.  To wake up iv.  To be loyal to someone 

  5.  Full swing v.  In sound health 

  6.  Dps and downs vi.  An activity in full force 

  7.  To keep well vii.  Good and bad times  

 

SECTION – II 

(COMPULSORY) 

 

9. Choose the appropriate options from given below and answer them. 8 

 1. The mother was blind for 32 years and yet she did not complain, and did her own 
work. What does this teach us ? _______.  

  (a)  We should not complain 

  (b)  Success is all about being independent and looking at the bright side of 
things  

  (c)  We should take care of our eyes or else we may go blind  

  (d)  It is just a narrative of courage; there is no courage 

 

 2. The author’s father was a ______ .  

  (a)  Land owner  (b)  Local worker in Odisha  

  (c)  A government servant  (d)  A businessperson 

 

 3.  ______ plays a key role in the advancement of the human race. 

  (a)  Technology  (b)  Communication  

  (c)  Weapons  (d)  Social media 

 

 4.  ______ goals can help provide a rewarding feeling, which will help with 
motivation. 

  (a)  Giant  (b)  Big  

  (c)  Tiny  (d)  Impossible 
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 5.  The man had an ______ sense of mind. 

  (a) practical  (b)  artistic  

  (c) narrow  (d)  liberal 

 

 6.  What was the purpose of the painting according to the man ?  

  (a) To sell it  (b)  No purpose  

  (c) To put it on show  (d)  None of the above 

 

 7.  The horse might think it ______ to stop there. 

  (a) weird  (b)  scary  

  (c) queer  (d)  normal 

 

 8.  How should we enjoy life’s sunny hours ?  

  (a) Gratefully and cheerily  (b)  Begrudgingly  

  (c) Unenthusiastically  (d)  Greatly and rapidly 
 

___________ 
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Instruction :    All questions carry equal marks. 
 
Attempt any three questions in Section – I. Section - II is compulsory. 
 

SECTION – I 
 

l. (A) Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. What does Gangu want to speak to the narrator about ? 

  2. What changes the narrator’s opinion about Gangu ?  

 (B)  Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. Why was Kaley Shah arranging to get Allahrakha grazed a few miles away 
from a cowherd ? 

  2. What had Najab brought home ? 

 

2. (A)  Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. What are the petty ways in which Nilkanth used to intentionally irritate 
Satish ? 

  2. Why do you think Nilkanth liked to have an audience even when he was 
reading a book ? 

 (B) Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. ‘Did you want to see me broken ? Bowed head and lowered eyes ?’ Who 
are ‘you’ and ‘me’ in these lines ? 

  2. In spite of all the pain, why does the poet laugh like she’s got gold mines 
digging in her own backyard ? 

 

3. (A)  Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. Explain the line, ‘Hearts are not had as a gift but hearts are earned’. 

  2. Why is the poet worried about the survival of his daughter ? 
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 (B) Answer the following questions briefly.  7 

  1. What do you understand by the line, ‘To comprehend nectar, requires sorest 
need’ ? 

  2. Why does the poet call the soldier’s ear ‘forbidden’ in the third and final 
stanza ? 

 

4. (A) Write a short note on “Depiction of Gomti” in the story,  7 

 (B)  Write a short note on “Character of Satish”. 7 

 

5. (A) Write a short note on “The hesitation of poet in ‘Stopping by Woods on a Snowy 
Evening’.  7 

 (B) Write a short note on “The connection between the tree and religion” from 
“Ecology”. 7 

 

6. Change the voice of the following sentences. 14 

 1. They elected me the captain of the team. 

 2. Why did they leave the work uncompleted ? 

 3. When would it be finished ? 

 4. Who broke this ? 

 5. Your issue has been recently resolved. 

 6. I have been shot twice. 

 7. We designed the whole project. 

 

7. (A) Write an email to HCL technology to express your interest in a job vacancy 
advertised for the post of web developer. Write the email to the Hiring Manager, 
Ms. Madhuri Pandit. 7 

 (B)  Write a letter to your friend on his/ her getting the Best Speaker of the Year 
award from the Department of Education, the Government of Gujarat. 7 

 

8. (A)  Join the sentences. 7 

  1. He couldn’t buy a house. The bank did not sanction his loan. (while, 
because) 

  2. He is old. He walks fast. (till, though) 

  3. I will not repeat the story. You already know it. (as, though) 

  4. I will not agree. You may talk agreeably. (because, though) 

  5. The train had left. We reached the station. (before, though) 

  6. She heard the news. She began to cry. (as soon as, till) 

  7. We failed in the exam. We had read only bazaar notes. (till, as) 
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 (B) Match the idioms or phrasal verbs in column A with their meaning in column B : 7 
   Column A   Column B 
  1. To stand by  i. To get rid of something 
  2. Up to the mark  ii. To begin to realize something 
  3.  To cast off  iii.  To mean something is good enough 
  4.  To wake up  iv.  To be loyal to someone 
  5.  Full swing  v.  In sound health 
  6.  Ups and downs  vi.  An activity in full force 
  7.  To keep well  vii.  Good and bad times 
 

SECTION – II (COMPULSORY) 
 
9.  Choose the appropriate options from given below and answer them. 8 
  1. Gangu brought Gomti back from ______. 
  (a) Lakhnauti  (b) Lucknow  (c) Lahore 
 
 2. It took _______ days to cross the desert from Kutch to Sindh on the camel. 
  (a) two  (b) four  (c) three 
 
 3. ________ was Kiran’s brother-in-law. 
  (a) Nilkanta  (b) Sharat  (c) Satish 
 
 4.  The ancestors of the narrator of the poem ‘Still I Rise’ were ______ .  
  (a) sadhus  (b) thugs  (c) slaves 
 
 5.  Satish brought an inkstand from ________.  
  (a) Chandigarh  (b) Chennai  (c) Calcutta 
 
 6.  In A Prayer for My Daughter, the wind comes from the _______. 
  (a) Atlantic  (b) Arctic  (c) Pacific 
 
 7.  Gomti left Gangu ————— months after their marriage,  
  (a) fifteen  (b) four  (c) five 
 
 8. Before going solo on the epic journey to bring home Fatima, how many times had 

Najab crossed the Rann before ? 
  (a) 4 (b) 5 (c) 6 (d) 7 

____________ 
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